
L E T T E R S

The effects of mutations on phenotype and fitness may depend
on the environment (phenotypic plasticity), other mutations
(genetic epistasis) or both. Here we examine the fitness effects
of 18 random insertion mutations in E. coli in two resource
environments and five genetic backgrounds. We tested each
mutation for plasticity and epistasis by comparing its fitness
effects across these ecological and genetic contexts. Some
mutations had no measurable effect in any of these contexts.
None of the mutations had effects on phenotypic plasticity that
were independent of genetic background. However, half the
mutations had epistatic interactions such that their effects
differed among genetic backgrounds, usually in an
environment-dependent manner. Also, the pattern of
mutational effects across backgrounds indicated that epistasis
had been shaped primarily by unique events in the
evolutionary history of a population rather than by repeatable
events associated with shared environmental history.

How common are epistasis and plasticity? How do they arise during
evolution? The evolutionary consequences of population subdivi-
sion1,2, the maintenance of sex3–5 and the role of environmental het-
erogeneity in speciation6 all depend on the answers to these questions.
Most studies that have examined the effects of individual alleles in
multiple environments or genetic backgrounds have focused on par-
ticular genes already known to have context-dependent function7–10.
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Figure 1 Plasticity and epistasis of mutations illustrated and tested. (a–d)
Column 1, types of interaction. The corresponding sources of variation from
mixed linear models are: a, current environment; b, genetic background; c,
interaction of environment and background; d, no effect of environment,
background, or their interaction. Column 2, illustrative reaction-norm
patterns. Column 3, number of mutations showing each pattern at P < 0.05.
Column 4, fitness effects (means and 95% confidence intervals) of example
mutations. Graphs show fitness effects of a single mutation in two
environments (G, glucose; M, maltose; bottom axis), with ancestor (dashed),
glucose-evolved (black) and maltose-evolved (gray) backgrounds indicated
by separate lines. The corresponding graphs for all 18 mutations are shown
in Supplementary Note 1.
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L E T T E R S

These studies therefore cannot address how commonly epistasis and
plasticity influence the effects of alleles. Other studies have examined
epistatic interactions involving random mutations, but have focused
on a single environment and hence do not address whether these
mutations might also affect phenotypic plasticity11–14. Still other stud-
ies have demonstrated variability in the effects of mutations on pheno-
typic plasticity but did not test for epistatic effects15,16, although one
indicated that the pattern of mutational effects on plasticity in
response to stress also implied epistasis16.

We examined the prevalence and evolutionary origins of epistasis
and plasticity by quantifying the fitness effects of mutated alleles at
randomly chosen loci in multiple growth conditions and genomes. We
used an E. coli system in which genomes with different ecological his-
tories served as genetic backgrounds for testing the effects of muta-
tions. These backgrounds were chosen to distinguish between two
scenarios. According to one, the environment generates repeatable
adaptation across independent populations, resulting in changes with

similar effects on genetic architecture. The effect of a particular
mutant allele would then be more similar in genomes from popula-
tions that shared a common ecological history than in genomes that
had adapted to different environments. Alternatively, independent
adaptation by replicate populations to the same environment might
produce divergent architectures, such that subsequent selection on
new mutations would be historically contingent even for replicate
populations that shared the same ecological history1,2,6.

We transduced 18 mutations into 5 genetic backgrounds each17. We
selected the mutations from a set of mutants carrying mini-Tn10
transposons inserted randomly throughout the E. coli genome13,18.
Transductions conserving each insertion’s location were made into
two genomes isolated from different populations that evolved for
1,000 generations on glucose, two genomes from different populations
that evolved for 1,000 generations on maltose, and their common
ancestral genome. The pairs of populations that shared ecological his-
tories experienced parallel fitness gains in their own selective environ-
ments, and they showed a mix of parallel and divergent changes in
other traits, including their performance in different environ-
ments19–21. We carried out competitions to estimate the fitness effect
of each insertion mutation in both the glucose and maltose environ-
ments and in all five genetic backgrounds, with fivefold replication, for
a total of 900 assays (18 mutations × 2 environments × 5 genomes × 5
replications) each lasting 40 generations.

Possible effects of mutant alleles are shown as reaction norms22 in
Figure 1. If the fitness effect of a mutation depends only on the cur-
rent environment, and if it influences phenotypic plasticity consis-
tently across genetic backgrounds, then all reaction-norm lines will
share the same height at their midpoints and the same significant
slope (Fig. 1a). Although earlier work showed extensive environ-
ment-dependent effects of insertion mutations in a single genetic

backgound15, our analyses of these 18 muta-
tions detected no fitness effects that were
environment dependent but genetic back-
ground independent at either the α = 0.05 or
α = 0.1 level (see Supplementary Note 1
online for individual analyses of each muta-
tion and reaction norms depicting each
mutations’ fitness effects). This number is
lower than the approximately one significant
outcome expected based on chance alone.
Fisher’s test for combined probabilities
among the 18 mutations also found no over-
all significant effect of current environment
(Table 1). Thus, mutations with consistent
effects on phenotypic plasticity across the
genetic backgrounds are rare.

If a mutation’s fitness effect depends on
genetic background and its epistatic interac-
tions are not environment dependent, then
the reaction-norm lines will differ signifi-
cantly in their heights but share a slope of
zero (Fig. 1b). Three mutations (16% of
total) affected fitness differently among back-
grounds but not among environments at P <
0.05. The combined-probabilities test also
found highly significant genetic background-
dependent fitness effects (Table 1). Thus,
some of the introduced mutations interact
epistatically with other mutations that differ
among the five genetic backgrounds.
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Table 1  Fisher’s tests of combined probability from mixed models
of effects of 18 insertion mutations

Source d.f. χ2

Fixed

Current environment 36 27.84ns

Random

Genetic background 36 297.33***

Genetic background × current environment 36 119.01***

Block 36 39.75ns

Mixed models for individual mutations are provided in Supplementary Note 1. ns, P >
0.1; ***, P < 0.001.
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Figure 2 Epistasis reflecting repeatable versus contingent historical effects illustrated and tested.
(a,b) Column 1, types of selection. The corresponding sources of variation from mixed linear models
are: a, ecological history, or interaction of ecological history and current environment; b, genetic
background nested within ecological history, or interaction of background and environment nested
within ecological history. Column 2, illustrative reaction-norms. Column 3, number of mutations
showing each pattern at P < 0.05. Total is <18 owing to mutations whose effects did not differ
significantly among the backgrounds (excluding ancestor). Column 4, fitness effects of example
mutations, with graphs as in Figure 1.
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L E T T E R S

If a mutation’s effect depends on both environment and genetic back-
ground, then its reaction-norm lines will differ in slope (Fig. 1c). Six
mutations (33%) had significant joint plastic and epistatic effects at α =
0.05 and eight mutations (44%) did so at α = 0.1. For example, some
were neutral in glucose and deleterious in maltose in one background,
but showed no environmental dependence in other backgrounds. The
combined-probabilities test also found highly significant environment-
by-background interactions (Table 1). Moreover, a Fisher’s exact test of
the numbers of mutations showing plastic and epistatic effects showed
significant nonindependence of these two properties (two-tailed, P =
0.001). That is, mutations for which environmental and genetic interac-
tions jointly influence fitness were more common than expected from
the prevalence of each interaction type alone.

Finally, if a mutation does not show environmental or genetic inter-
actions, then its reaction-norm lines will share a common height and
zero slope (Fig. 1d). Nine mutations (50%) were not significantly
affected by either the environment or the genetic background using an
α level of 0.05. Of these, seven did not differ significantly from neu-
trality. The other two had significant but small negative fitness effects.
Thus, loci with consistent and large effects across environments and
backgrounds are fairly rare, and descriptors such as ‘deleterious’ and
‘beneficial’ are usually context dependent.

To understand how ecological histories affected the emergence of
epistasis and plasticity, we analyzed mutational effects in the four
evolved backgrounds (excluding the ancestor). If the populations that
independently evolved under the same conditions (glucose or maltose)
experienced parallel changes in their genetic architectures, then reac-
tion-norm lines for mutations in these backgrounds should be more
similar than lines for backgrounds that evolved under different condi-
tions (Fig. 2a). Further dependence of the effects of mutations on the
current environment might be present or absent as shown by illustrative
cases. However, none of the 18 mutations had effects that significantly
depended on the particular ecological history of the recipient genetic
background based on an α level of 0.05, and only one did so at α = 0.1
(see Supplementary Note 1 for individual analyses). The combined-
probabilities test also found no significant effect of ecological history
nor any significant interaction between ecological history and current
environment (Table 2: fixed effects involving ecological history).

Alternatively, the fitness effect of each new mutation could be contin-
gent on random historical events, such that even genetic backgrounds
with shared ecological histories would differ in their interaction with
new mutations. If so, the reaction-norm lines for mutations in back-
grounds that shared ecological histories should differ in slope or mid-
point height (Fig. 2b). Indeed, 3 of 18 mutations had significantly
different fitness effects in genetic backgrounds that had evolved in the
same environment at P < 0.05, and 2 more showed marginally signifi-
cant differences (P < 0.1). This number is about three times as high as
expected by chance alone (17% of the mutations rather than the
expected 5% at P = 0.05, and 28% rather than the expected 10% at P =
0.1). The combined-probabilities test confirmed that genetic back-
grounds with the same ecological history strongly influence both the
overall and current environment–dependent effects of mutations (Table
2: random effects nested within ecological history).

In summary, our experiments show that many mutations affect fit-
ness in ways that depend on the precise environmental and genetic con-
text in which they are tested. In addition, those mutations that show
epistasis (dependence on genetic background) are disproportionately
likely also to show phenotypically plastic effects (environmental depen-
dence). To the best of our knowledge, this association has not previ-
ously been demonstrated, although a recent study implied a conceptual
connection between these two types of interaction16. The epistatic

effect of genetic background arose quickly in evolutionary terms
(within 1,000 generations since a common ancestor) and even when
the backgrounds had diverged in the same selective environment. Thus,
closely related populations can have quite different genetic architec-
tures for fitness, and perhaps for traits whose phenotypes evolve in par-
allel1,2. These findings also show that models incorporating both
plasticity and epistasis may provide greater power and precision for
plant and animal breeding programs23.

METHODS
Mutations. Our experiments used 18 insertion mutations, 9 each carrying
resistance to kanamycin (KanR) and tetracycline (TetR). These mutations were
randomly chosen from a larger set of mutations13 generated by mini-Tn10
transposon mutagenesis18 in a clone of E. coli B isolated from a population that
had evolved for 10,000 generations in a minimal medium supplemented with
glucose24.

Transductions. We used P1vir to transduce the 18 insertion mutations into
recipient backgrounds following the standard protocol17, and selected recombi-
nants on LB agar with supplemental antibiotic. P1 transduction replaces ≤96 kb
of recipient DNA with donor DNA through homologous recombination, while
generally conserving the transposon’s genomic location. Southern blotting con-
firmed the shared transposon locations between donors and recombinants.

We constructed 90 recombinants in all. We transduced the nine KanR muta-
tions into the ancestor of all the evolved recipients19,20, two clones isolated from
independent populations evolved for 1,000 generations on glucose19 and two
clones from populations evolved for 1,000 generations on maltose20. We dis-
carded one KanR recombinant owing to its inadvertent acquisition of P1 resis-
tance. Similarly, we transduced the nine TetR mutations into the ancestor and into
two glucose-evolved and two maltose-evolved clones from different populations
than those receiving KanR mutations. These two independent sets of evolved
recipients were used to sample a broader range of responses to prior selection.

The fitness of a recombinant could, in principle, include unintended effects
of markers and co-transduced alleles. Earlier experiments with these mini-
transposons found no effects of antibiotic markers15, and we did not detect Ara
marker effects (as discussed later). Co-transduction of any mutations other
than the transposon insertion is very unlikely because donor and recipient
genotypes were always ≤11,000 generations apart and thus differ at rather few
loci25,26. Co-transduced alleles, if any, tightly linked to the transposon would be
present in all five recombinants, and the effects thereof would reflect true inter-
actions. A tightly linked allele could also have produced a false-positive effect of
ecological history, but we did not detect such an effect (Table 2) and hence this
potential complication is not relevant. To examine the potential effects of
weakly linked and thus intermittently cotransduced alleles, we used P1 trans-
duction to make 3–5 replicate transductions of 4 mutation–genetic background
combinations, and carried out 3–5 replicate fitness assays in glucose and mal-
tose for each combination as described below. We detected no significant over-
all or environment-dependent variability among replicate transductants and
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Table 2  Fisher’s tests of combined probability from reduced mixed
models (excluding ancestor) of effects of 18 insertion mutations

Source d.f. χ2

Fixed

Current environment 36 22.80ns

Ecological history 36 32.38ns

Ecological history × current environment 36 22.09ns

Random

Genetic background (ecological history) 36 142.03***

Genetic background × current environment
(ecological history) 36 73.72***

Block 36 42.69ns

Mixed models for individual mutations are provided in Supplementary Note 1. ns, P > 0.1;
***, P < 0.001.
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L E T T E R S

only one case of marginally significant variability among the four trial combi-
nations. Fisher’s test for combined probabilities also detected no significant
overall (P = 0.99) or environment-dependent (P = 0.28) effects of replicate
transductions among the trial combinations. Thus, significant variability in the
effects of mutations resulting from weakly linked alleles is unlikely.

Fitness assays. We measured the fitness effect of each mutation in ten contexts:
five genetic backgrounds and two environments. Each recombinant competed
against a competitor identical to its progenitor (same background), except that
these competitors can use arabinose (Ara+) whereas the progenitors and recom-
binants cannot (Ara−). On tetrazolium-arabinose (TA) indicator agar, Ara− and
Ara+ cells form red and white colonies, respectively, enabling us to quantify
changing densities in competitions19,27. Control competitions (Ara+ competitor
versus isogenic Ara− progenitor) run concurrently with the experimental compe-
titions showed no discernible effect of the Ara marker in any environment.

The two environments used in the fitness assays were identical to those used
to derive the evolved progenitor genotypes19,20, except that the bacteria grew in
unshaken tubes (rather than in shaken flasks). Competitors were grown sepa-
rately for one serial-transfer cycle (∼6.6 generations) to allow acclimation to the
assay environment19. They were mixed at a 1:1 volumetric ratio, diluted 100-
fold into fresh medium and allowed to compete for six cycles (∼40 genera-
tions)12,13,15. At the initial and final time-points, the mixtures were plated on
TA agar to ascertain their densities. We calculated each competitor’s malthusian
parameter as m = ln (N6 × 1006/N0), where N0 and N6 are initial and final den-
sities and the factor of 1006 reflects six 100-fold dilutions. This parameter inte-
grates growth and survival over all phases of competition in the serial-transfer
regime. The relative fitness of each genotype is the dimensionless ratio of its
malthusian parameter to that of its competitor19; the fitness effect (selection
coefficient) is the relative fitness minus 1.

Five replicate assays in randomized incomplete blocks were run for each of
the two independent experiments (one involving the KanR mutations, the other
involving the TetR mutations). Each block consisted of one replicate competi-
tion of each of the nine mutations in the experiment in all genetic backgrounds
and in both environments. This design resulted in 90 competitions per block.
Incompleteness was generated by the replacement of three mutants that were
found to have acquired P1 resistance (a fourth was not replaced and all mutants
containing that insertion were dropped from the study); fitness assays of the
replacements were always carried out with a complete replicate of all other
backgrounds containing that mutation in both environments (five genotypes,
ten competitions). Thus, with respect to the analyses of each individual muta-
tion, all blocks are in fact randomized and complete (Supplementary Note 1).

Statistical analyses. We ran two mixed linear models controlling for block
effects for each mutation28. The first included current environment, genetic
background and their interaction. The second, run on reduced data (excluding
the ancestor background), included current environment, ecological history,
genetic background nested within ecological history, and interactions of the
last two factors with current environment. We tested random factors using like-
lihood-ratio tests, which compare the restricted likelihood of nested models
with and without the variance component of interest28. This type of test is
asymptotically based and needs to be adjusted when the null hypothesis is on
the boundary of the parameter space. Although approximate, this test has
the advantage that it can be used for all of the hypotheses considered here,
including those that test for heterogeneous variances (R. Wolfinger, personal
communication). We used Fisher’s method to test the significance of combined
probabilities from the multiple tests of different mutations29. This method
allows the testing of interactions of interest across all mutations from the two
independent experiments involving different genetic markers and experimental
backgrounds. We ran additional mixed linear models for each of the two inde-
pendent experiments (KanR and TetR mutations) in which the data sets were
reduced to be fully balanced; these models corroborate the conclusions from
other statistical analyses (see Supplementary Note 2).

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Genetics website.
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